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Prioritisation of Sustainable Development Goals

[1] A major challenge to the future of humankind, and the protection of the ecosystems that support all life on our planet, is to achieve sustainable development. The United Nations champions a set of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). These build on the previous Millennium Development Goals (MDG, ending in 2015). An ocean focussed SDG has been developed and approved (SDG 14, ‘Conserve and sustainably use the oceans seas and marine resources for sustainable development’; appendix 1). This is a huge step forward in terms of protecting and managing the ocean and has been widely welcomed by the international marine science and policy community.

[2] The oceans regulate global climate and weather, as well as providing humans with natural resources such as food, minerals, energy and they are essential for international trade and recreational/cultural activities\(^1\). As such the oceans and coasts are critical for human wellbeing, for example:

- Over 3 billion people depend on marine and coastal resources for their livelihoods\(^1\)
- Fish provide 4.3 billion people with at least 15% of their intake of animal protein\(^2\)
- At least 90% of the volume of global trade is seaborne\(^3\)
In order to implement any of the SDGs, **international, regional and national coordination and governance** are needed. For example the implementation of SDG 14 will be facilitated through platforms such as the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC), European Commission, Regional Bodies (e.g. OSPAR) and national policy implementation (discussed further in paragraph 12). Such coordination helps to facilitate and focus excellent scientific research, which is essential to underpin many of the targets within SDG 14, as well as promoting free and open access to data.

National and international coordination of research must **address cross-sectorial needs and be integrative of social and natural sciences**. Such holistic approaches to social and natural science programmes can be challenging due to differing research methods, geographical scales and the funding calls (traditionally targeted at single sector programmes). Furthermore, ensuring that collected data is free and openly accessible is challenging at all levels (national to international). Without access to the data, SDG targets cannot be refined, progress or their achievement measured. As such, strategic approaches to open access data management,
such as those taken by the British Oceanographic Data Centre (BODC\textsuperscript{12}), the European Initiative EMODNET\textsuperscript{13} and research programmes like FixO\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{14} will be beneficial to the achievement of SDG 14.

[8] The scientific understanding of the ecosystem influence on human well-being (including job creation and sustainable livelihoods) is relatively strong. However, the scientific knowledge regarding the evaluation of benefits derived from marine resources and ecosystem services is weak. As such there is a need for a more systematic global and regional approach to fully integrated (social and natural science) scientific assessments following examples such as the international World Ocean Assessment\textsuperscript{15} and national assessments such as Charting Progress 2\textsuperscript{16}, addressing the human and environmental nexus. Furthermore a systems approach to tackle SDGs needs to be employed, tackling multiple goals concurrently rather than on an individual basis. Without such an approach achievement of the SDGs is unlikely\textsuperscript{17}. Such a systems approach will allow synergies and trade offs [as discussed in paragraphs 3 and 4] between SDGs to be fully exploited and balanced as needed.

[9] The transfer of lessons learnt, and knowledge between research programmes and user communities is also critical in the achievement of SDG-14. The UK is one of the prominent players in the science to policy interface in Europe, ensuring that there are appropriate mechanisms in place to transfer knowledge from the science community to users. Within Europe the Horizon 2020 research programme, COLUMBUS\textsuperscript{17} (of which NOC is a partner), which is focussing on the systematic analysis of knowledge transfer from previously funded marine programmes, within the Framework Programme funding rounds.

[10] With regards to the implementation of SDG 14 an integrated approach incorporating all scales of impact and influence is needed. This includes a holistic approach to the implementation of the SGD targets including:

- Linking social and natural sciences into joint research programmes to develop knowledge to underpin the SDG targets
- Linking the terrestrial and coastal regions together, specifically addressing the impact of land based activities on the marine and coastal environments (e.g. marine pollution)
- Promotion of an ecosystem approach to the management of the environmental targets, including improving understanding the effects of cumulative impacts on non-linear response systems, such as ecosystems found in the ocean\textsuperscript{10}.

[11] Achievement of SDG 14 extends beyond the EEZ of UK waters. Small Island Developing States such as those UK overseas territories in the Caribbean (and beyond) are particularly vulnerable to the challenges outlined in SDG 14, because seas and marine resources play a central role in their culture and are tightly linked to their economies. As such the FCO will likely also play a role in the implementation of SDG 14 in such UK overseas territories.

Activities complementary to the implementation of SDG 14

[12] Internationally SDG 14 links into the priorities of the UNESCO Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC), the purpose of which is to promote international cooperation and to coordinate programmes in research, services and capacity-building, in order to learn more about the nature and resources of the ocean and coastal areas and to apply that knowledge for the improvement of management, sustainable development, the protection of the marine environment, and the decision-making processes of its Member States\textsuperscript{18}. The UK is represented at IOC by the UK-IOC\textsuperscript{19} delegation, which is hosted by the National Oceanography Centre\textsuperscript{20}. The head of the UK Delegation, Mr Stephen Hall, has been elected as one of the Officers of IOC, serving as Vice-Chair 2015-2017 representing UNESCO Group 1 member states (North America,
Western Europe plus Greece, Turkey and Israel). This will allow the UK to better coordinate international activities underpinning SDG 14.

[13] **At European Level SDG 14 links into the Blue Growth Agenda** (the long term strategy to support sustainable growth in the marine and maritime sectors as a whole)\(^1\) and the marine policies being developed / implemented to protect / manage the European Marine Environment. Examples of policy development / implementation include the Marine Strategy Framework Directive\(^2\) (MSFD; to more effectively protect European coasts and seas)\(^3\) and the Maritime Spatial Planning Directive\(^4\) (to plan when and where human activities take place at sea ensuring these are as efficient and sustainable as possible)\(^5\).

[14] The marine policy being implemented at a national level in the UK also feeds into the sustainable development goals. For example the **national implementation of the EU MSFD and Marine Spatial Planning** as well as the passing of the **Marine and Coastal Access act in England** and its subsequent actions including the creation of **Marine Protected Areas**, and the publication of the coordinated Marine Policy Statement across the Devolved Administrations, improving national marine coordination.

**Measuring progress of SDG 14 implementation**

[15] Overall the development of SDG 14 is timely and ambitious. The current targets that have been set are all relevant and support sustainable development of the ocean in terms of both environmental protection and economic development. Nevertheless some of the targets set out in SDG 14 are not sufficient to ensure that progress is tangible / satisfactory. For example 14.1 calls for significant reduction in ‘pollution of all kinds’. Although broadly encompassing and ambitious, it is not necessarily specific enough to allow for targeted progress to be made\(^6\). As such where possible quantifiable targets should also be set in order to measure the progress of SDG implementation. Indicators of SDG progress should include **policy relevant indicators** (e.g. percentage of marine areas protected), **pressure indicators** (e.g. amount of nutrients entering the ocean from the land) and **environmental status indicators** (e.g. change in ocean heat content or ocean acidification).
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